Holy Workers
Drama (Human), 2013, 1 x 120 min

Cast: Tae-su Jeon, Eun-ah Go

Broadcast. Mplex

Someone who is going to be a friend of the dead is called
"holly workers".
When times are hard to get the job, Tae-back lee had been
seeking comfort life with disaffection to his poor father. Besides, he
cheated on his girl friend who would like to get married with him.
One day, he has been recruited to the unique company which
packs up and cleans in the room of the dead. He goes through
this experience, then finally he realizes the invaluable life lessons.

The Hour of Evil
Drama (Crime), 2013, 7 x 50 min

Broadcast. D-One

The 21 Century, the Devil lives in South Korea.
Who will stop the hour of evil?
Murder Case every 408.7mins,
Rape Case every 28.9mins,
Child Sexual Abuse every 533mins,
Violence Case 1.84mins,
This is the Crime Clock, Now in Korea.
Kidnapping murder, a case of torso murder, child sexual violence
etc.. The men who do an unforgivable things, the speed of Crime
Clock is getting faster. So, the best detective team began to move.

Sundays
Drama (Criminal Investigation), 2009, 4 x 50 min
Cast: Seo Jun-young, Pan Yu-geol, Yeo-ji, Gi Ju-bong

One Sunday, In the private high school, a girl jumped to her
death. There are no motives and evidence of any murder.
Indeed, What happened to her? Because of an outcast or poor
family? It is very difficult one to judge.
Broadcast. Mplex

The investigation drama to find answers to the mysterious
death of her on the Sunday.
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Drama

DRAMA

Lunch Box
Family, 2010, 1 x 70 min

Cast:

Drama

Lee Min-Jeong
2009 : KBS [Boys Over Flowers/ 花より男子] - Drama
2011 : SBS [Midas] - Drama
2012 : KBS [Big] - Drama
LIM Seul-ong (K-pop Group, 2AM)
2009 : MBC [ We got married Season 2] - Entertainment
2010 : MBC [ Personal Taste] - Drama

Migang Station is a small, beautiful station in the countryside.
Close-up of the station is aired on TV and people with pains
and memories with the station visit the place for the last time in
their lifetime. Sukja(Cha Hwa-yeon) who lost his young son,
Broadcast. MBC

Heeyeong(Lee Min-jeong) who would still does not let her
boyfriend go who has left her for another woman and
Byeongkyu (O Dae-Hwan) who is about to meet his abandoned
mother gather in Migang Station.
As they fight and talk, they eventually heal their broken hearts.

Grandma, it’s me!
Family, 2010, 1 x 60 min

Cast:
Na Mun-hee, Nam Ji-hyeon, Lee Ah-hyeon, Cho Hee-bong
Eun-ha (Nam Ji-hyeon), a middle school student, she tries to
figure out how to pay the expenses and learns about voice
phishing. She makes a call to the elderly who live alone and
pretends to be their granddaughter to steal money from them.
An elderly woman (Na Mun-hee) who has been diagnosed with
cancer lives alone. The old lady sees a little girl, Eun-ha, who is
living on a hurtful life. Eun-ha who is eager to be loved and the
Broadcast. MBC

old lady who is willing to share her love without a cost. The
happy love between them begins now.
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From Flower Garden

(Only available for Asia territories)

Drama (Human), 2001, 162 x 30 min

Broadcast. KBS2TV

Han Jae-sub and Wang In-hee, they were in love with each
other.
However, they are broke up due to many
misunderstandings and conflict, Jae-sub has married with
her sister. But her sister died of an illness, then In-hee raise
Jae-sub’s two daughters.
This drama shows the middle-aged men’s love and their
family's happiness friendly.
Fine Tomorrow

(Only available for Asia territories)

Drama (Human), 2000, 120 x 30 min

Cast: Lee Chang-hoon, Choi Ran, Lee Ju-hee, Hwang In-jung
The women in crisis after marriage!
To get a rich daughter-in-law for the son, parents do their best.
But at the wedding halls they realized that the bride was not
related with rich family. After marriage, she is suffering serious
hardships from living with her in-laws.
Broadcast. KBS1TV

However she refused to give in to her mother-in-law easily.

Song Hwa

(Only available for Asia territories)

Drama (Human), 2000, 148 x 30 min

Cast: Yoo Ho-jung, Jung Sung-mo, Choi Ji-na, Kim Byung-sae
What is the real love for woman?
A pure and pretty woman, Song-hwa grew up on the coast and
she has a dream to be a movie actress. But one day her parents
left her alone, she lived a tough life with lots of troubles.
Even though she is in a hard time, there are three mans who
want to take her love.
Between Song-hwa and three mans, what happened to them?
Broadcast. KBS2TV
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Drama

Cast: Lee Chang-hoon, Lee Min-young, Sunwoo Eun-suk

Romantic Comedy 15 eps x 60 mins
*Available Territories : Europe / South and North America /
India / Singapore(for Free TV)

CAST

Jung Yong-hwa
Park Shin-hye

Youth, when you dream, get hurt get heart, and grow.
In the middle of that, there is Gyu-won and Shin.
A young Romantic Comedy drama that is like a bittersweet drink.
Romantic 18 eps x 60 mins
*Available Territories : Europe / South and North America / HongKong /
Taiwan / India / Indonesia / Malaysia / Singapore

CAST
1

Anh Jae-wook
Suh Ji-hae

This drama shows the conceptual difference of the man and the woman regarding
pregnancy before marriage and their love.
They will show their beginning to live happily-ever-after not the conclusion.

Drama, Comedy 28 eps x 60 mins
*Available Territories: Europe / South and North America / Taiwan /
HongKong(for Free TV) / India / Indonesia / Malaysia / Singapore

CAST

Kim Rae-won
Kwon Oh-jung
Kim So-yeon

The Grand Chef finds delicious food which touch people’s heart.
Not only that, there are people who make the food, their stories, and their tears.
李惠英)

(Available Territories : America, China, Indonesia, Thailand, Taiwan, Vietnam)

Romantic Comedy 16 eps x 60 mins
CAST

Lee Yeon-hee
Shim Chang-min

Han Dong-joo and Lee Da-ji were childhood friends who fell desperately in love and
married at 19 after struggling to get their parents' approval.
But they divorced after six months. Six years later, they meet coincidentally at a
horse auction in Australia. They discover that their feelings for each other are still
very much alive.
It was filmed on location in Jeju island and Australia.

(Available Territories: World Wide)

Family Special
CAST

3 eps x 60 mins

Kim Young-chul
Park Si-eun

For welcoming The New Year, a family of two sons and two daughters gathered at
their parents house with each of their families and histories.
They are ashamed of their father's life and his job as a dispatch rider.
When the divorce issue of the oldest daughter is brought up, naturally, the old
cumulated conflicts among them and their interests with their father come to the
climax.
Even though they are thankful to their father, they still cannot understand how much
he has sacrificed himself for his children.

(*Available Territories : America, China, Indonesia, Thailand, Taiwan, Vietnam)

CAST

The story of a messenger that has the ability to travel between the present and the afterlife. Shin
Jae-joon was involved in an accident that put him in a coma and gave his spirit the ability to
travel back and forth between the real world and heaven. He becomes a postman who delivers
letters to the dead from their grieving loved ones and meets Jo Ha-na by chance as she is trying
to send her late boyfriend a letter. Ha-na, however, is the only person who can see Jae-joon.

CAST

Im Sang-hyun is a street fortune-teller who meets the son of the man who died in front of him.

CAST

Sang-woo is a charming con artist who approaches a wealthy and attractive widow in order to
secure a 2 billion Won artwork in her possession. But a strange woman, Sung-hye keeps getting
in his way and blackmails him to let her in on the con project.

CAST

After never having seen each other for years, a group of college alumni in their 30's gather at
one of their friend's second wedding. The core members composed of mainly men had one
woman who they were anticipating to see at the wedding. However, they were surprised to find
the woman's daughter come to the wedding, creating a tense atmosphere of curiosity. They soon
realize that the daughter came on behalf of her dead mother and was in fact looking for her dad
who was actually at the reception.
CAST

Kang Tae Pung is a good-looking, capable, and charming guy who falls for an unattractive
woman Wang So-jung while experiencing a visual impairment that makes him see unattractive
people as attractive. So-jung is unperceptive, immature and bizarre. Her one unique skill is the
ability to mimic animal expressions; she is friendlier with animals than with people.
CAST

Mi-kyung (Kim Ha-neul), following her release from prison, aimlessly wanders south and stumbles
upon paradise on Hana Island. There she starts her life anew and meets a kind man, Il Ho (Ji Jinhee). Il-ho warms to her, despite knowing her past, and Mi-kyung slowly learns to open her heart
and heal her pain.
CAST

Three nineteen-year-olds, Cha Eun-young, Seo Jung-hoon and Park Min-seo, are on the run after
being accused of murder.

李惠英)

